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Figure 1. (a) Interconnect leads can branch

between several points in a circuit. We shall

measure the parameters of individual leads and

the coupling parameters to other leads.

 

 

 

  
Figure1. (b)0ne of many ways to represent

an interconnect with a model. Each lead is

characterized by its total inductance.
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Figure 1. (c) Another way to represent an

interconnect. Each lead is represented with a

transmission line having characteristic

impedance Z. Lines can be coupled, as shown

between the leads 1 and 2.
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Application Note

TDR Tools in Modeling
Interconnects and
Packages

Interconnects, signal paths, and
their models

Electrical interconnects are paths
that transmit signals between two
or more points in a circuit, most
often between active devices.
Circuit boards are interconnects,
semiconductor device packages
are interconnects, etc. An inter—
connect system can have many
branches, which are, ultimately,
made of single leads. This appli-

cation note will explore how to
measure model parameters of
single leads in a complex inter-
connect. The model parameters
we derive will help us determine
how leads effect transmission of
electrical signals and how each
lead interacts with other leads.

Figure 1 (a) is an example of an

interconnect between three points
in a circuit. To model such inter-
connect, we will first segment it
into three individual leads. Now
we can use a variety of models to
represent the electrical behavior.
The type of a model is deter-
mined by the choice a user
makes. One type of model is
illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Here,
we represent each lead with a
single inductance, single capaci-
tance and with mutual induc-
tances and capacitances to other
leads. This is called single lump
modeling, in which all the induc-
tances and capacitances along one

lead are lumped into one value.
Typical single lump model pa-
rameters will be the lead induc-
tance L, the mutual inductance to
another lead Lm, the lead capaci-
tance C and the mutual capaci—

tance between two leads Cm.
Instead of an LC pair, a transmis-
sion line section can also be used.
In modeling semiconductor pack—
ages, single lump models are
employed very often, since they
work efficiently in simulators like
SPICE and usually represent an
interconnect adequately in band-
widths under 100 MHz. As with
most models, a single lump
model is just an approximation,
which gives adequate results
simulating the circuit for a given
range of electrical signals.

Another type of model for our
interconnect is illustrated in
Figure 1 (c). Here, each lead is
represented with a transmission
line with some delay and charac-
teristic impedance Zi. Two lines
can be coupled through another
characteristic impedance, Z12, as
shown between lines 1 and 2. In
more sophisticated models, the
characteristic impedance can be
changing along the signal path.
Such changing impedance is
called an impedance profile.
Impedance profile can be a pow-
erful means for extracting a vari-
ety of model parameters.

The focus of this paper will be on
the measurement of electrical
model parameters for semicon-
ductor packages, such as induc—
tance, capacitance or impedance
values for different portions of
leads.

For packages, the two most useful
models will be the distributed
line model and the lumped pa-
rameter model.



Impedance models

Consider a lead in a semiconduc-
tor package, as illustrated in
Figure 2 (a). Such a lead can be

viewed as composed from several
sections, each acting as a trans-
mission line, having some delay
and characteristic impedance.
This delay and impedance will
depend on several factors, includ-
ing the length of section, proxim-
ity to metal surfaces and
dielectric properties. The sections
can thus be represented with a
string of transmission lines of
varying impedance, as shown in
Figure 2 (b). The impedance along
the lead as a function of delay
time is called the impedance
profile, shown in Figure 2 (c).
Individual impedance segments
can be approximated with low-
pass LC filter sections,
Figure 2 (d). We get lumped mod-
els by combining the inductances
and capacitances into fewer sec-
tions. Figure 2 (e) shows the re-
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Figure 2. An interconnect lead (a) suspended

over a ground plane can be represented with

sections of transmission line of varying

impedance (b). Plotting the impedance of

transmission line sections as a function of time

we get the impedance profile, shown in (c).

Each impedance section can be approximated

with a low-pass LC element ((1). For low

frequency applications, all inductances and

capacitances can be combined (lumped) into one

or two sections (e).

sult of combining all the induc-
tance sections into one induc-
tance and all the capacitance
sections into two capacitances.

Types of semiconductor packages

Most semiconductor packages
widely in use belong to one of
two basic categories: multilayer
packages and leadframe packages.

Multilayer packages (Figure 3_.)
resemble circuit boards. Inside
the package body, leads run
within layers and they cross the
layers through vias. There usually
are several layers of conducting
planes, such as ground planes,
power planes, etc. The signal

leads often have defined charac-
teristic impedance. They can also
be configured to minimize the
coupling to neighboring leads.
The connection to the outside
world is made either through pins

along the periphery (i.e., quad-
flatpack style) or as a matrix of

pins on one surface (pin—grid

array style). Ground planes and
power planes typically connect
through several pins in parallel,
to minimize the inductance be-
tween a plane and the outside
world.

Leadframe packages, on the other
hand, have a system of leads
stamped out of one sheet of metal

(Figure 4.). Their leads form a

dense planar array, converging
toward the active device Which
resides in the center. The pins are
formed by bending the leads as

they emerge from the plastic
body. Leadfi‘ame style packages
characteristically have very high
coupling between neighboring
leads and they interact weakly
with ground planes in the world
outside the package.

We shall employ different models
for multilayer and leadframe

packages and different techniques
for measurements of these

models.

Multilayer package measurement
and distributed model

There is a powerful technique
which can be applied in cases
where the leads are relatively
well isolated from each other (low

crosstalk), as is often the case

with multilayer ceramic packages.
This is the technique employing
impedance profile [1]. Here, a
lead is regarded as a transmission
line with a characteristic imped-
ance which varies depending on
the location, just as described in
Figure 2.

We show in Appendix 1 that, for
leads with negligible losses and
with negligible crosstalk, the
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Figure 3. In a multilayer package, leads often run

between conductive planes and have relatively

constant impedance. Only the metalized portion

of the package is shown, the dielectric body is

omitted for clarity.
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Figure 4. Leadframe packages are usually etched

from a single sheet of metal. There are no

internal ground planes and the coupling between

leads is relatively strong.
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Figure 5. Package mounted on the test fixture. Power and ground planes
have multiple leads contacting the fixture ground plane.

inductance between any two
points of the interconnect is given

by [2]

[I1L=—J-tht2, <>
2

and the capacitance is

I]

C=1J‘Ldt
2t Z(t)

2

The impedance profile Z(t) is

derived from the Time Domain
Reflectometer (TDR) waveform, as

described in Appendix 1. The
points t1 and t2 correspond to the
beginning and the end of the
interval over which L and C are
measured. These points can be
determined by comparing the
shape of the Z(t) curve with

physical features of the structure
under test.

We shall illustrate the method
with an example using an empty
multilayer ceramic package. The
first step in the measurement
process is to mount our package

(our Device Under Test or DUT),

on a test fixture which mimics the
environment the package will
experience in the end-user’s ap-
plication.

The test fixture should have a
conductive surface (fixture
ground plane) corresponding to
the application circuit ground
plane and the signal should be
applied through an electrode
mimicing the pad to which the
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Figure 6. The TDR waveform from one package lead. The inductance of the package pin will cause an

impedance mismatch in a 50 ohm system, but the lead impedance inside the package looks nice and
uniform.

package will be soldered. The
package mounted on the test
fixture is shown in Figure 5.

The test fixture brings the 50 ohm
TDR line to the point where it Can
connect to the DUT. We shall
observe the signal reflected from
this end of transmission line
before we mount our package on
the fixture. The TDR reflection
from here will reproduce the
incoming signal (Figure 6, Wo en).
When we now mount our paci-
age, the signal will propagate
through the attached lead reflect-
ing off different features inside
(Figure 6, Wlead). Ultimately, the
signal reflects off the end of the
lead (open end in our case, since

the package is empty) which
again generates the “open end”
step. This reflection off the open
end of the lead inside the package
looks different from the waveform
Wopen we observed previously.
The reason is that the signal un-
derwent changes from multiple
reflections as it traversed different
impedance sections of the lead.

We need to acquire the waveform
Wlead (transfer it from the TDR
instrument into our computer) for
further processing.

' To get to the distributed imped-
ance, we shall also acquire an-
other waveform, Wshon. To do
this we remove the package un-
der test from the fixture and con-
nect the signal launching tip to
fixture ground using the shortest
possible lead. This can usually be
achieved by pressing a piece of
flexible copper tape against both
the tip and the ground surface,
shorting the tip to ground. The
waveform Wshort thus obtained is
a much more accurate representa—

tion than Wstep of the TDR signal
entering the DUT. We will use
Wshort in impedance profile
extraction.



When we extract the impedance
profile using Wshort and Wlead (see
Appendix 1), we obtain the func-
tion Z(t), shown in Figure 7. This

function looks somewhat similar
to the waveform Wlead, but its
features will be better defined.
Z(t) corresponds directly to physi-

cal features of the lead, since the
multiple signal reflections which
can plague the TDR signal Wlead
are removed.

The shape of the impedance pro-
file curve Z(t) suggests several

choices for the interconnect
model [3]. The simplest choice is
the single-lump LC model, shown
in Figure 7 (a). We obtain the total
L and total C for the lead by inte-
grating between the points on Z(t)
corresponding to the beginning

and the end of the lead. (These
points are marked by cursors in
Figure 7 and the values obtained
by integration for total L and C
are shown in the area to the left of
the curve.)

Another way to model our inter-
connect is chown in Figure 7 (b).

Here, we divide our model into
two sections. The first section is
associated with the peak at'the
beginning of the impedance pro-
file Z(t), which obviously corre-

sponds to the input pin with
relatively high inductance. The
second section approximates the
relatively flat portion of Z(t) with

a segment of transmission line.
Indeed, this package has a lead of
relatively constant impedance
running toward the cavity where
the active device will be bonded.
Yet another model in Figure 7 (c)
approximates this second section
with an LC lump.

Which of these models to chose
depends on the judgment of the
user. In general, as the speed of
signals in the final application
increases, a larger number of
sections will be required to make
the results of circuit simulation
correspond to reality.

An item of high interest in fast
digital circuit design is the
ground bounce (or, ΔI noise),

related to the inductance of pack—
age ground leads. To measure the
inductance of one ground lead,
we acquire the TDR waveforms
Wshort and Wlead of one package
ground lead (just as we did before
for a signal lead), and derive the
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Hours 7. The impedance profile extracted from the packageTDR reflection (top) used to generate

parameter values for various model configurations (bottom). Which model configuration to choose

depends on simulation needs.With appropriate tools, the inductance, capacitance, etc. can be read
directly with cursors from the Z(t) waveform.
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Figure 8. The TDR reflection waveform from the pin leading to internal ground plane is degraded by

multiple reflections (top waveform). The extracted impedance profile (bottom waveform) clearly shows

the pin inductance region (between cursors) followed by very low impedance of the internal ground

plane. Cursor readout shows the ground pin inductance to be 2.69 nH.
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inductance return path. In both cases, all the leads inside the package are connected to central metal plate.
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Figure 10. Lead inductance measurement with Coupled Lump method. Two waveforms are used: one

obtained by shorting the test fixture end to ground, the other with the package lead grounded inside.

The lead inductance curve is read asymptotically, intermediate inductance values on the curve have no

meaning. The lead inductance in this case is 10.98 nH.
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Figure 11. Measuring mutual inductance between

two package leads. The mutual inductance is

calculated from the induced pulse waveform.

Adjacent pins should be insulated to avoid

creating adjacent shunt loops which would alter
inductances.

impedance profile function Z(t),
shown in Figure 8. The ground
lead inductance is obtained by
integrating the Z(t) between the

entrance to the package and the
point where the impedance drops
as the lead connects to the inter-
nal package ground plane (points
marked with cursors in Figure 8,
which also shows the value for
the inductance). Note, again, how

the impedance profile function
Z(t) outlines lead features much

more sharply than the TDR wave-
form Wlead' because the later is
obscured by multiple reflections.
Measurements like this can be a
useful tool for analyzing power
semiconductor interconnects [4].

Leadframe package model mea-
surements

Leadfrarne packages, such as one
shown in Figure 4, usually have

' leads which have strong induc-
tive coupling to their neighbors,
so the simple model extraction
using distributed impedance
won’t work well. Remember, to

‘ extract the distributed imped-
ance, the whole signal sent into a

lead must be returned back, we
cannot lose portions of the signal
through coupling to other leads.
However, when single-lurnp
models provide adequate accu-
racy for simulation, there is a very
good method to measure single-
lump model parameters L and C
using TDR. This is the Coupled
Lump method (Appendix 2).
Using this method, we can mea-
sure the self—inductance L of a
lead, the mutual inductance Lm

between any two leads, the total
capacitance C of a lead and the
mutual capacitance Cm between
any two leads.

The lead inductance L:

To measure the lead inductance,
we will apply the TDR signal to
one end of the lead and ground
the other end (Figure 9.). We will

leave the neighboring leads open
ended on one side (having them

connected to passive 50 ohm
transmission lines is permissible),
so that coupled inductances do
not interfere with the measure-
ment. Like With the distributed
impedance method described
previously, we will acquire Wlead
and Wshort TDR waveforms,
shown in Figure 10. The wave-
form Wshort looks just like it did
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Figure 12. Mutual inductance is calculated from the area under the Winduced waveform. In this case,

the mutual inductance was 3.2 nH. In these measurements, we always place the right hand cursor on

the flat portion on the curve, where it has asymptotically converged.

before, but Wlead looks much
different from Wlead in Figure 6.
The reason for this is that the
ground plane is relatively distant
from the lead when the package is
mounted in a fashion similar to
that in which an end-user would
mount the device in the circuit.
Nevertheless, according to the
Coupled Lump theory in Appen—
dix 2, the inductance of the pack-

age is given by

ac

I(Wlead — Wshort)dt

0

20
L =

2 Vstep
 

Here, Vstep is the absolute value of
amplitude of the reflected step
determined from Wshm (i.e.,
approximately 250 mV) Z0 is the
impedance of the TDR fixture
lead (50 ohm). The integration
above is carried from the begin-

ning of waveforms to the point
where the waveform Wlead has
asymptotically reached the
ground level. The waveforms
Wlead and Wshom should refer to
the same time origin. If there is
any drift present in the system,
such as drift associated with
instrument warm—up, these wave-

forms have to be acquired within

a short time interval, before the
drift had time to effect the mea-

surement.

The critical aspect of this method
is connecting one end of the lead
to ground, which we casually
mentioned before. With the test
fixture which injects a TDR signal
into package pins, this means
grounding the inside end of the
package lead. One way to conve-
niently prepare the package for
doing this is to bond all the inside

lead ends to the central metal
plate in the package (the die at-
tach plate). Then, we either drill a

hole in the package body and
connect the central plate to fix-
ture ground with a low induc-
tance metal post (Figure 10 (a)), or

we can connect the majority of
package leads to the fixture
ground (Figure 10 (b)) (i.e., this
includes all leads except for those
adjacent to the lead under test.
The adjacent leads have to remain
open ended). This latter way is
very convenient to implement in
practice and will produce ad-
equate accuracy of measured
values in most cases. Note that
with this method of grounding
leads, one bondwire will be in the
inductance measuring loop so
that bondwire inductance will be
included in the single-lump in-

ductance L.

Mutual inductance Lm:

To measure the mutual induc—
tance Lm between any two leads
of a package (the leads don’t have
to be adjacent), we, again, ground
all the inside ends of package
leads as described before. Then,

we connect the TDR signal to one
of the two leads and connect the
other lead to the oscilloscope,
using a 50 ohm transmission line,

such as we use for TDR signals.
We acquire the signal induced in
the other lead Winduced and deter—
mine the mutual inductance
between the two leads as:

Do

I (Winduced)dt

0

20
Lm =

2Vstep
 

Again, the leads adjacent to these
measured should be open ended
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Figure 13. Measuring the capacitance of one lead to all others (including the

capacitance to ground).
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Figure 14. Mutual capacitance measurement between the two leads. AII

leads are open in the middle of the package, grounded or connected to TDR

line around the periphery.
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connected to 50 ohm transmission lines. Here, the capacitance is 1.235 pF.
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Figure 16. Mutual capacitance measurement between one lead and another lead. It is calculated from

the area under the induced waveform. In this case, the mutual capacitance was 449 fF.

or connected to 50 ohm transmis-

sion lines, while all the other
leads should contact the fixture
ground plate so as to provide the
low inductance current return

path.

Total lead capacitance C:

positioned on the fixture so that
the fixture ground plane is
roughly in the same location the
ground plane will be when the
package is mounted in the circuit.

All the ends of leads outside the
package, except for the lead under
test, should be contact the fixture
ground or to 50 ohm transmission
line end. We acquire two wave-
forms, one with the lead under
test connected to the TDR lead on
the fixture, Wlead, and the other
with the package removed from

For this measurement, we use a
package which has all the leads
open ended on the inside, as in
Figure 13, (as compared to all the

leads connected together on the
inside for inductance measure-
ments). The package should be

the fixture, Wste The total lead
capacitance wilfbe:

C: J. (Wstep— Wlead )dt
2Z01Vstep

Mutual capacitance Cm:

This is the simplest measurement
? in the group. With the leads in-

side the package open ended,
connect the TDR signal to one
lead and acquire the induced
signal Winduced in the other lead.
The mutual capacitance between
the two leads is then:

Cm:'_J. Winduceddt
2Z01Vstep

The model we can construct for

two coupled leads in a package
can look like the one shown in

Figure 17. It is important to note
that the Cg in this model is not
the capacitance of one electrode
to all others found above, but C

'with all the mutual capacitances
to other leads Cm subtracted.

One lead in Figure 17 will have
mutual capacitance to the adja-
cent lead Cm of 0.449 (dY in Fig-
ure 16). The value for Cg is

0.33 pF, which is obtained from
the total capacitance of 1.235 pF
(dY in Figure 15) less two capaci—

tances Cm of 0.449 pF from leads
on each side. The lead inductance
of 11 nH is obtained as dY in
Figure 10, and the mutual induc-
tance of 3.2 nH is obtained from
Figure 13.

The two coupled lines model

This model is more complicated
than the coupled lump model for
L, Lm, C, Cm described above. We
can use the coupled lines model
when we wish to see how the
mutual impedance is distributed
along the lead length in a
leadframe package. An example
of this would be when we wish to
know what portion of total induc-
tance is contributed by the pack-
age pin, or what is the mutual
inductance between pins [useful

information for simulating ground
bounce behavior). The assump-
tions making this model valid are
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Figure 17. The equivalent model for leads in a leadframe package we can

compose from the measurements. Just two leads out of the array are
shown.

that the leads are mutually sym-
metrical and that neighboring
leads’ influence on measured
model parameters is minimal.
This latter assumption will be
approximately valid when adja—
cent leads are left open-ended.

We will use the even and odd
mode impedance concept [5] in

the coupled lines model. The
even mode impedance Ze(t) is the

impedance of one line when the
other line is supplied with an
identical TDR signal of same
polarity. The odd mode imped-
ance Zo(t) is the impedance of one
line when the other line is sup-
plied with an identical signal of
opposite polarity. To obtain Ze(t)
and Zo(t), we acquire the wave—

fOI'IIIS Weven’ Wodd and Wshort!

and use the algorithm for distrib-
uted impedance extraction we
used before. The even and odd
mode will, in general, propagate
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Figure 18. Arrangement to measure inductance variation in a lead using odd-

even mode techniques. The odd-mode impedance is the impedance of one

lead while the symmetrical lead is fed the opposite polarity pulse. Feeding the

same polarity pulse yields even-mode impedance.

with slightly different velocities.
To the extent that these velocities
can be considered equal (again an
approximation], the expressions
for L, Lm, C, Cm along the pair of
coupled transmission lines will
be given by equations similar to

equations used to extract lumped
model parameters from distrib-
uted impedance:

1 [I

L = 31am) + Zo(t))dt

Lm = %J(Ze(t) — Zo(t))dt

 

n

C=lJ‘ 1 dt
2t Ze(t)

2

1 “ 1 1
C'” = Si [ Zo(t) ' Ze(t) Jd’
  

Again, if we are interested in
inductance, lead ends inside the
package should be grounded and,
if we are extracting capacitance,
they should be open-ended.

An example where we separate
the inductances of pins and the
leads inside the package for a
leadframe is shown in Figures 19
and 20. We found the even and
odd impedance distribution
using the process described
above and then constructed the
function (Ze(t)+Zo(t)/2). In this

function we can identify different
zones corresponding to the pin
and the reminder of the lead. The
pin inductance can be found by
integrating the function
(Ze(t)+ZD(t))/2 in the region of the

pin. The mutual inductance
between the pins can be found by
integrating
(Ze(t)-Zo(t))/2.

The question arises: Why derive
lumped models if a more accu-
rate description of lead behavior
(such as its distributed imped-
ance) is known? The answer is
that most simulators will readily
handle lumped elements (such as

L, Lm, C, Cm], while they have
varying degrees of difficulty
simulating circuits with coupled
transmission lines.
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Figure 19. Finding the inductance of a lead segment inside the package using the odd and even [3 _

.

impedance method. Integrating the average of Zeven and Zodd gives the inductance (lower curve). In

this case, the package pin zone is selected with cursors, the inductance we can attribute to the pin is
2.3 nH.
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Figure 20. Here we are measuring with cursors the inductance between the package pin and the end of

the lead inside the package. The average impedance curve shows that the impedance is climbing in this

region, because the lead in this package is tapering as it approaches the center. The leads were

connected to the ground in the middle, so the impedance there drops. The measured inductance of the
tapered lead section is 6.3 nH.
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Appendix 1

10

Impedance Profile and ch
Extraction

Notation

Let’s consider a multisection

DUT. We shall divide the DUT

impedance into n sections of
equal length, as shown below.

 

Z1 Z2 Z3 Zn

m
   
Our assumption is that a TDR
instrument is connected to the
DUT via lossless transmission
line, so no multiple reflections
take place between the TDR cable
and the DUT. The signal propaga-
tion through our structure can
then be depicted in the lattice
diagram below:

 

Z=ZO
inc. Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5

 

 

The layer peeling algorithm

breaks the incoming and the
outgoing waveform into impulse
trains and reconstructs the im-

pedance profile from propagation
of these trains across impedance
section boundaries. For each
boundary i, there is one imped-
ance section Zi on the left and
one section Zi+1 on the right. On
the left of the boundary, there is a
signal WR- traveling to the right
and a signal WL- traveling to the
left. There are also corresponding
signals WR+ and WL+ on the right
side of the boundary. In general,
we shall denote the signals with
direction traveling to the left by
index L and those traveling to the
right by index R. We shall denote
the signals found on the left side
of the boundary with index —, and
signals found on the right hand
side by index +. This is illustrated
in the following diagram:
 

  
Zi Zi+1

WL+

\/
WL-/\WR+    

Employing the reflection coeffi-
cients for impedance boundaries

_Zi+1—Zi

Zi+1+Zi

and applying the diagram succes-
sively for each boundary, we

obtain the sequence of impedance
segments Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, which,
for uniform time increment for all
segments define the impedance
profile Z(t). [For details how this

is done see Tektronix Application
Note: “Z-profile Algorithm”.)



 

Appendix 2 Coupled Lumps

L measurements

For inductance measurements of
an interconnect lead attached to a
TDR line, the lead is connected to

ground at one end. The single-
lump LC model of this can be
depicted as shown below.

 

v$ L

1° _l
  TDR DUT lead   
The voltage υ , caused by current
i flowing through the DUT lead
will be

[mg
(0L

As the frequency (1) decreases, the
term jC will become negligible
and, in the limit, the current will

be determined solely by the in-
ductance

. 1
1: v.—

ij

Solving the equivalent circuit

 

' 2:509 _I>
V

2V0 '-
_L_   

for TDR, we obtain for L

20

2Vstep
L= ! (Wlead— Wshort)dl

where Wlead is the TDR reflection
from the DUT and Wshort is the
reflection from the TDR line
shorted.

Mutual inductance

The equivalent circuit for coupled
lumps looks like this:
 

20:50!) Lm

mLééfifll WW
.0!

   

Solving the circuit equations, we
get for mutual inductance

no

20 2[(Winduced)dt
2 Vsrep

Lm= 

Cand Cm

Applying reasoning similar to
that used above, we get the ex-
pressions for capacitances in the
limit

—— W” Wlead dt
=1220Vstep I( t P“ )

Cm: —1—:0f Winduceddl
2Z0Vstep

Wstep above is the reflection from
the open end of the fixture.
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